
The Captains Log 

 

One hand for the boat. Keep a weather eye. Everybody has a bit of advice for young people about to 

embark on their first offshore race or passage. If push came to shove, mine would be ‘go early, go 

often’. As my nephew is about to head to off on a week-long sail training trip in May, I thought I 

better come up with some sage wisdom, so allow me to elaborate. 

 I once did a round Ireland race with a guy called ‘Big Jim’. Now Jim was big in many ways, but 

one thing he wouldn’t countenance was taking a dump at sea. I never found out why and I’ve a 

feeling it wasn’t prudishness (not Jim, no way), but more a fear of the consequences of blocking the 

head. I could never do this. As I was surfing down those big rollers of the west coast I was thinking to 

myself ‘this is cool, this is cool, this is cool’, not ‘this is cool (but wish I could take a shit), this is cool 

(but wish I could take a shit). At the end of a long 4 days at sea, Jim had a longing in him. Even more 

than winning, even more than the first beer, he had a longing for the three s’s –Shit, Shower & Shave 

–in that order.   

 I know where Jim’s fear comes from, as the second worst thing you can do at sea is to block 

the head. Counter to this, the very best thing you can do at sea is to block the head and un-block it 

yourself-whilst at sea. For you, a large halo will forever hover over your head and as you walk down 

the gangway, sailors will stop in their tracks and give imperceptible nods of their heads which 

translates to ‘Respect’. Counter to this again, the absolute worst thing you can do at sea is to block 

the heads and not confess. And if you’re found out, then a giant shit will float over your head for 

ever more and as you walk down the gangway, sailors will also stop in their tracks and give 

imperceptible nods of their heads which translates to ‘stay the fuck off my boat’. 

 At the start of my offshore sailing I did a 10 day trip on a sail training tall ship, along with 19 

other trainees, all in our teens. The heads on board were conveniently located at the top of the mess 

table, which was also where we slept, so we could see all the comings and goings. One particular 

morning I saw a farmer skulking out of the heads with his head down-this set alarm bells off for me 

as the previous night I watched him take in no less than 7 pints of Guinness. ‘This is going to be 

trouble’, says I. Sure enough, after we had all got stuck into our cleaning duties, there was a cry from 

the head as a young innocent girl found the head was blocked. The bosun thought this was perfect 

opportunity to demonstrate to our watch how to unblock heads and all 6 of us had to gather around. 

The farmer, of course, wasn’t on our watch, and had put as much distance between himself and his 

produce as was physically possible on a 100 foot boat (I think he was out on a yard). There was an 

inspection hatch located at eye level which the bosun opened to reveal the farmer’s log in all its 

glory. How to describe it? It was black as hell, it had wings and I swore it winked at me. Eyes dilated 

and skin went pale as us sweet innocent trainees realised that we were not gazing upon the 

ingredients for a rich Nigella Lawson chocolate cheese cake, we were gazing upon the real thing, and 

if dealing with it was what it meant to be sailors,…….then maybe we weren’t sailors.  The bosun 

nonchanlantly blathered on that with the liberal application of some fairy liquid and a stick (literally, 

a shit stirrer), then said log could be dealt with and we could all get back to having a cup of tea and a 

biscuit. Some of us were never quite the same again. Lesson learnt? Don’t sail with farmers. 

 I have a strategy for dealing with blockages and this may be anathema for middle age men 

that like nothing better than to retire to the bathroom on a Saturday morning with the entire sports 

section and repose for a good half hour (Have some sympathy-this may be the only break they get all 

week from work, wife and children-their last refuge you might say). Next time you do this, stop and 



have a look at the diameter of the outfall pipe from the toilet and compare it to the plastic pipe on 

the head. Now imagine what you are producing and, well, you should get the picture. What I am 

suggesting is that you break up your dump into a series of smaller dumps –or ‘dump and pump’ (as 

most heads will be pump operated). ‘Heresy’ says you?? It works-I’ve done it. I once sailed on a boat 

in Sydney that had one of those warning notices above the head. It said ‘Do not place anything into 

this toilet that you have not personally consumed’. Now this goes without saying, but I would go one 

step further and add ‘and break up what you are producing, for the love of God!!’ 

 It can be hard to explain to non-sailors the complexities of doing something that we 

normally take for granted. The closest example I have is queuing for the toilets at Heathrow airport 

one early weekday morning. There were 10 toilets and a line of suits 10 deep, all ready to unload the 

previous night’s vindaloo and 2 bottles of Beaujolais over that VERY important sales meeting. They 

have planes to catch, they are chomping at the bit and if they have to pebble dash the porcelain, 

well, that’s what cleaners are paid for, right? Like a gladiator entering an arena, my turn arrives and I 

enter trap number 3 with noises coming from either side of me that I would not wish on my worst 

enemy. It’s times like these that if you’re not disciplined, you could find your imagination running 

wild at exactly the moment where you don’t want it to run anywhere. I assume the position, stick my 

fingers in my ears and chant ‘play your own game, play your own game, play your own game’. 

 Of course, sometimes you don’t have the problem with blocking heads. I did a delivery trip 

once on a Volvo 60 from Sydney to Auckland. The head was very thoughtfully located with about 24 

inches of fresh air between itself and the galley, so naturally, we all went off the stern. Etiquette was 

still maintained, so as somebody passed between the wheels to go aft and pay their respects to the 

sea, then all eyes went forward. It was as if there was an invisible curtain between the helms. Want 

to look at a following wave? Eyes forward. Want to look for approaching ships from behind, clouds, 

anything? Eyes forward. Our situation wasn’t helped with the freeze dried crap we were eating 

which made most of us constipated and meant we were constantly hanging off the back and heaving 

away to no avail. One night as we made our way down the coast of New Zealand I spent quite a 

while off the stern, determined to have a result. Somebody else obviously need to go badly as well, 

so they joined me, but kept well over to port. It was actually a beautiful evening. The moon was up, 

warm enough for shorts and t-shirts, we were ghosting by the Bay of Islands with phosphorescence 

sparkling in the sea. It may even have been a moment to comment to my fellow sailor on the beauty 

of planet Earth. But given that we were both bare arsed, hanging over the stern heaving away, I 

decided to keep my council. 

 My father had a similar problem on a boat he raced offshore on. Their head didn’t work at 

all, so they just had a bucket. The problem was, some bright spark bought 2 identical black buckets 

before the race. One for peeling potatoes and one for taking a dump. Now to me, this would have 

been the ideal opportunity to get some white paint and write a big ‘P’ (for potatoes) on one and a 

big S (for shit) on the other. Of course, if you don’t write out the full word, this could always be mis-

interpreted, as in P (for pee) and S (for spuds). In the end, nothing was written, and by the end of the 

race, well, no one really knew which bucket was which. He didn’t race on that boat for too much 

longer. 

 I once did a delivery trip for some friends on a boat they had just bought in Cowes. The boat 

had been laid up in a yard for some years and they spent a while getting it fit for sea, but, my luck, 

they had never checked the plumbing. We got some bad weather at the Lizard so decided to pull in 

to Newlyn for the night and took the opportunity to have some Newlyn fish pie and the local ales. 

Now this does wonders for the digestion system, but I didn’t discover this fact until late the next 

morning somewhere off the Longships and we were taking a heavy sea. When you have to go, you 



just have to go, so I was the first to use the heads in anger. I deployed my strategy of dump and 

pump and thought I was onto a winner, but soon realised that 2 years of dried up toilet paper and 

god knows what else was just not going to let my turds make a happy passage out to sea. ‘Oh shit’ 

says I, ‘time to get to work’. It was time to stand by my principles and armed with nothing other than 

a coat hanger and a bucket load of perseverance, I went to work on that dried up toilet paper. I 

pushed, I poked, I pulled, I twisted. For 2 long hours I chipped away while being thrown around by 

Atlantic rollers and I very nearly called it a day. Finally, just as I was about to give up, I heard the 

sweet sound of air bubbles escaping and my blockage made its short sweet journey out into the 

Atlantic. YES!! I had done it. Along with my first Trans-Atlantic, marriage, birth of my first child, I was 

now also an un-blocker of blocked heads at sea. I could stand tall amongst sailors, maybe, like the 

Dutch rounding Cape Horn for the first time, I could also piss into the wind-but I’ll wait a while 

before I try this one. 

 So, for all newcomers to offshore sailing, I offer my advice. Keep it simple. It’s only biology. It 

happens to everybody. So go early, go often. And if you block it, ‘fess up and get your tools. It could 

be the making of you. 

P.S. If you got a single laugh (or maybe 2) out of this, then maybe you could hit the following site and 

pony up a few euro/dollars/shekels for the lifeboat. They will be there for you when you have 

something more serious than a blocked head. 

http://rnli.org/Pages/default.aspx 

 

Sail on 

Irish Paul 

http://rnli.org/Pages/default.aspx

